Valle Verde Library
Classic & Contemporary Fiction

Classic Authors

Louisa May Alcott
Ray Bradbury
Willa Cather
Kate Chopin
James Fenimore Cooper
Stephen Crane
William Faulkner

F. Scott Fitzgerald
Ernest Hemingway
Henry James
Sinclair Lewis
Jack London
Carson McCullers
Katherine Anne Porter
John Steinbeck
Mark Twain
Edith Wharton

Contemporary Authors

Rudolfo Anaya
Julia Alvarez
Maya Angelou
James Baldwin
A.S Byatt
David Baldacci

Anthony Burgess
Michael Crichton
Michael Connelly
John Grisham
Jack Kerouac
Dean Koontz
Norman Mailer

Cormac McCarthy
Joyce Carol Oates
Ann Patchett
Anne Rice
J.D. Salinger
Danielle Steel

Classic Popular Fiction

Call Number         Title
PS 1306.A1 1999    Adventures of Tom Sawyer
PS 3545.H16A7      Age of Innocence
PS 3523.E94        Arrow Smith
PS1294.C63A1       The Awakening
PS 3537.A426C315   Catcher in the Rye
PS 3515.E37F6      For Whom the Bell Tolls
PS 3525.I972G6     Gone with the Wind
PS 3525.A1772H4    The Heart is a Lonely Hunter
PS 1305.A1         The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
PS 3555.L625I5     Invisible Man
PS 1408.A1         Last of the Mohicans
PS 1017.L5         Little Women
PS3505.A87M8       My Antonia
PS 3531.0752S64    Ship of Fools
PS3562.E353T55     To Kill a Mockingbird
PS 2116.W3         Wings of the Dove

Contemporary Popular Fiction

Call Number         Title
PS 3563.O8749B4    Beloved
PS 3573.A425C6     The Color Purple
PS363.C337C7       The Crossing
PS3568.O855G611    Goodbye Columbus
PS 3553.I23H       A Hand to Execute
PS 3563.O73Z468    House of Houses
PS 3557.I296M3     Magic of Blood
PS3557.R5355R35    The Rainmaker
PS 3525.I19T48     Texas